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The paper will try to show that the thinking of the revolution in relation to art and, to some                   
extent, of the revolution in art, is closely linked with the conceptualizations of politics and the                
political (in or of art). Therefore, I will focus on some of the changes in the formative period of                   
the idea of contemporary art at the transition from the 1980s to the 1990s onwards in Slovenia.                 
Namely, while in the course of the 1980s the subject of art, politics and revolution was still                 
largely analyzed in the framework of (Marxist) critical theory, during the 1990s it is possible to                
detect references to anarchist and autonomist political thought highlighting the role of art in the               
"micro-revolutions of everyday life" as well as rejecting previous, that is modern            
Marxist-Leninist or bourgeois models of revolutionary politics. I will, therefore, first reconstruct            
some general lines and reasons for those changes regarding revolutionary politics in the wider              
framework of political philosophy and juxtapose them with some of the selected contributions             
focusing on the political, transformative and revolutionary potential of art that marked discourse             
on contemporary art in Slovenia since the 90s onwards. In this process, I will offer some of the                  
reasons for those changes while leaning on the concept of folk-politics as conceptualized by Nick               
Srnicek and Alex Williams. 

Most generally speaking, we could say that a common point of anarchist and autonomist political               
philosophy is the “aversion” to thinking of the political practice in the framework of the State.                
The state is even understood as something we need to fight against, where revolution or revolt is                 
a much more complex process than the mare takeover of the state apparatus. In his book Art and                  
Revolution from 2007 (translated into Slovene in 2011), the Austrian philosopher and theorist of              
art Gerald Raunig, for instance, claims that we need to update the concept of revolution and                
evade the narratives of major raptures by which diversity of revolutionary practices is being              
erased. He focuses on the history of “discursive and activist lines that have regarded revolution               
as an uncompleted and uncompletable, molecular process, which does not necessarily refer to the              
state as being essential and universal, but rather emerges before the state, outside the state (2007,                
25-6)”. Raunig, in Slovene context first present especially within the activist sphere, therefore             
introduced the concept of revolution as a multi-dimensional process, closer to the word revolvere              
and therefore understood as a constant turning of the circumstances.  



This understanding can of course be seen as a more general specifics of new leftist politics and                 
movements from the 70s onwards that on the one hand questioned “the strategic validity of the                
Leninist program of state-takeover by a revolutionary party (Srnicek in Williams)” and, on the              
other, questioned wider political potentials of social democratic parties. New models of left-wing             
politics therefore were derived from criticism of established revolutionary politics, the party            
form itself as well as from post-structuralist criticism of the established idea of power that is                
supposedly wielded by people or groups by way of sovereign acts of domination,             
post-structuralist introduction of more dispersed, decentralized image of power, its reproduction           
and by it also the transformative, revolutionary political approaches. The dominance of what             
Raunig calls “post-structuralist theory of revolution” later also followed the reflection of how the              
power it reproduced and generated within the contemporary global economy, post-real-socialist           
circumstances and the so-called information society at the beginning 21st century, in which the              
nation-state appears to be losing its former influence.  

The “aversion” from thinking of the political practice in the framework of the State in particular                
case of contemporary art sphere in Slovenia since the 1990s can be connected to the more                
systemic level in turn of the 1980s to the 1990s, since contemporary art sphere largely derived                
from the so-called ‘alternative cultural scene’ of the 80s. One of the main characteristics of this                
alternative scene was namely exactly it contributed important criticism of the ideology of             
self-governing socialist state (while ‘importing’ more or less typical liberal politics concepts,            
such as civil society and human rights). The fact the state was the main “opponent” of the                 
alternative scene of the 80s, namely suppose to be the reason establishing contemporary art scene               
and institutions during the 90s (that is establishing non-governmental art sector in Slovenia)             
began to connect with international (non-governmental) organizations rather than seek for state            
support. This initial tendency to be independent of the state and its cultural politics otherwise               
coincided with liberalization of cultural sector and policy as well as normalization of financing              
through public tenders. The latter on the one hand established the circumstances where art              
producers compete with each other on the so-called “free market for public funds”, and on the                
other hand the circumstances art production should be legitimized beyond itself — for instance              
with its beneficent effects on society — if wanted to be granted public funds at all.  

Besides that, also the representative artist from the 90s in Slovenia exposed the importance of the                
theoretical contributions that during the 90s represented the main reference point for the new              
cycle of political movements; for instance anti-globalization, anti-war movements and more           
recent Occupy movements since 2008. Slovenian artist Tadej Pogačar, for instance, exposes            
anarchist author Hakim Bay that in 1991 published book The Temporary Autonomous Zone as an               
important theoretical reference of the art of the 90s. Bay was namely also present in Slovenia on                 
international conference Beauty and the East in 1997 in Ljubljana that was organized by              
Ljudmila (established in 1994 by Open Society Institute - Ljubljana). During the 90s, anarchist              



thought as a mixture of older anarchist political philosophy and cyberpunk, therefore,            
represented an important reference point for approaches such as socially engaged, interventional            
and participatory art. Pogačar’s projects such as “Kralji ulice” from 1994 that took place as an                
one day long action in public place in collaboration with the homeless people and later expanded                
to social project, or his project “CODE:RED” that was first publicly presented on Venice              
Biennale in 2001 and resulted in social movement of sex workers are good example of those. As                 
well as the project such as Urbanaria organized by SCCA Ljubljana that was focused especially               
on interventions in the public space, that is outside established art institutions. Besides that,              
anarchist thought of the 90s was also an important reference point for the establishing new media                
art, or — with the term used in Slovenian art discourse — intermedia art that at this period was                   
not yet established as a separate art (sub)field with a separate source of funding. So for the artists                  
such as Marko Peljhan, Igor Štromajer, Davide Grassi/Janez Janša, if we mentioned most             
exposed ones, focused especially of new technology’s political potentials.  

If we take a closer look into some of those theoretical references of the 90s art practices, Hakim                  
Bay in The Temporary Autonomous Zone, for instance, describes methods of art sabotage which              
subjects are especially institutions including art institutions on the level of consciousness and             
delusions. In the chapter titled “Waiting for the Revolution” Bay describes TAZ as “an uprising               
which does not engage directly with the State, a guerilla operation which liberates an area (of                
land, of time, of imagination) and then dissolves itself to re-form elsewhere/elsewhen, before the              
State can crush it (1991).” On the other side, late 90s art discourse was marked also with Nicolas                  
Bourriaud’s book Relational Aesthetics published in 1998 (translated into Slovene in 2007) in             
which an author detected the production of sociability in the art of this same period. According                
to Bourriaud, this should be understood as an intervention in the commodification and the              
standardization of social ties, as well as a side-effect of fundamental changes in thinking and               
practicing (emancipatory) politics from the 60s onwards, which started to privilege small            
modification interventions into the existing and departing from modern revolutionary and           
utopian emancipatory projects that are based on a predetermined goal. Bourriaud, therefore,            
claims that art supposes to help us in “learning to inhabit a world in a better way, instead of                   
trying to construct it based on a preconceived idea of historical evolution. Otherwise put, the role                
of artworks is no longer to form imaginary and utopian realities, but to actually /form/ new ways                 
of living and models of utopian action within the existing real whatever the scale chosen by the                 
artist (2002, 13).” The common point of both theoretical contributions is the claim that top-down               
revolution, revolt or uprising based on a fixed goal should be replaced by bottom-up ones,               
organized as a horizontal network, a constant movement or a process — that is: contributions               
focused more on an organizational than the ideological or substantial level of the revolutionary              
politics. 



After the 90s, we can list even more examples of art theory focusing on new approaches to art                  
politics as well as art practices in the intersection of art and activism. For instance, the article                 
“Artivism” by Aldo Milohnić (first publicly presented in 2004) focused on some of the protest               
and direct actions by local alter-globalization and social movements from around 2000 as well as               
some formally similar interventions by the artists. In the context of the latter Milohnić exposed               
actions by Marko Brecelj largely focused on current topics from real-political sphere, Alexander             
Brener’s action in Manifesta 2000 in Ljubljana that can be understood as criticism of the very                
same event he was a part of, the project of Oliver Kunkel in Break festival in 2003 and action                   
“Burning cross” by Goran Bertok and Dean Verzel whose reference point was the Catholic              
Church. Milohnić’s text is, nevertheless, focused on questions of artistic (legal) immunity, moral             
panic, the aestheticization of politics within new social movements as well as defining the              
concept of artivism that is: a combination of activism and art. Political activism in Slovenia and                
in Europe was otherwise from the second half of 90s to an ever-increasing extent focused               
especially on European migration policy in the form of the enlargement and security of EU               
borders, and that topics became a bit later represented also within some art practices and               
initiatives, especially around 2006 when Rog factory was squatted and closer intersections            
between both spheres were established. For instance in Marija Mojca Pungerčar’s film            
portraying especially Bosnian migrant workers from 2006, her project “The Sloga Cinema” in             
2008, some of the art projekcts in the framework Museum in the Streets from 2008 as well as                  
exhibition The Shengen Woman (curated by Zdenka Badovinac in Škuc Gallery) from this same              
year. In this context, it is also important to expose two initiatives in the intersection of art and                  
activism, namely TEMP that was focused on privatization of public space after the 1991 in               
Slovenia and Radical education collective through which the concept of new institutionalism and             
educational turn was established within some of the contemporary art institutions. If we focus on               
some of the more recent art theory contributions, we must certainly expose a book Art as                
intervention by Polona Tratnik (2010; 2016) in which she is mapping contemporary tactics of              
resistance while analyzing local art examples such as Sašo Sedlaček’s action “Just Do It!” from               
2003 — a temporal intervention in Ljubljana’s biggest shopping center, Sedlaček’s robot for             
socially endangered titled “Žicar” and many others.  

So what are some general common points of the listed and how do they differ from the                 
established ways of revolution in relation to art and of the revolution in art? As we know, several                  
ways of inclusion of artists into revolutionary process since the French revolution can be              
differentiated; on the one hand so-called esthetic revolution (that is above all revolution in art),               
different ways of inclusion of artist into politics (propaganda, involvement in designing and             
choreographing of revolutionary public events etc., all of them relying on art’s communicative,             
dialogical and socio-integrative potentials) as well as inclusion of artists into forming the cultural              
policy. Except the first option, all of the listed presuppose close relation with revolutionary party               
or the forming state apparatus, while, as we have shown, new waves of political movements               



marks “aversion” from that. Besides that, general common points of the listed examples of              
socially engaged art, interventional art, participatory art, to some extent also interactive and             
socially engaged new-media art, are also their temporal and spatial immediacy and limitation, the              
pursuit of autonomy (fo instance from institutions — example of institutional critique),            
privileging the micro-level etc., which is the very reason they can be placed in proximity of what                 
Srnicek and Williams called folk-politics or folk-political thinking typical for the cycle of             
struggles from the late 1990s onwards. Folk-political thinking and practice are understood as a              
current “common-sense ways of organizing, acting and thinking politics (2016, 9)” while it’s             
most characteristic aspect being “fetishization of local spaces, immediate actions, transient           
gestures and particularism of all kinds (2016, 3).” Folk-politics, therefore, privileges temporal,            
spatial and conceptual immediacy, spontaneous micro-actions, small communities, direct         
action/democracy, horizontality and particular instead of institutional, representative politics,         
long-term strategic goals, counter-hegemony building plan, universal (that are perceived as           
unauthentic, intrinsically totalitarian etc.). All of the listed can be, according to Srnicek and              
Williams, understood as a counterpoint of abstract, systemic analysis or prevailing           
bureaucratized political practice.  

We could therefore say majority of politicized art operate on the similar level as folk-political               
thinking Srnicek and Williams described. Namely, they are not so much focused on changing the               
structural level of the criticized phenomenon or the system they are fighting against, but more on                
a certain temporal and micro transformation of the participants, intersubjective relations and the             
like. Contemporary socially-engaged art practices therefore either manifests as an          
awareness-raising practice that is primarily registered only in the minds of participants or often              
random viewers (in the case of interventions in public space), in an affective (bodily, emotional,               
visceral) experience (in the case of participatory and community art practices) or even manifests              
itself as a self-presentation of moral purity, since the so-called “social” turn in contemporary art               
largely coincided with the “ethical” turn exposing ethical potentials of art characteristic for             
pre-modernity. An important reason for this is also the fact “social turn” in contemporary art was                
largely conceptualized as a critique of alleged side effects of neoliberalism — for instance              
privatization of public space, commodification of social ties, the disappearance of the public or              
common, general social disintegration — where contemporary art was legitimized as an            
important generator of the social. Contemporary art is therefore — as also some of its current                
criticism exposed — often (self)limited to “human scale” thinking about the political, is bound to               
immediate aesthetic experience as well as often connected with the new moral register of art               
criticism largely based on the assumption structural social inequalities are supposedly achieved            
primarily through aesthetic education (susceptibility, sensitivity, tolerance, sense of community)          
of individuals.  

 


